Need more hotels info?
You may can find hotels/Inns with your online travel portals. Here is our recommendations of hotels.

**TOKAI RYOKAN SEIGETSU** - 旅館星月（リョカンセイゲツ）
Japanese inn
Room rate 4500 JPY-
ADDRESS  9-2, Muramatsu, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Japan, 319-1112
PHONE 029-282-2358
FAX. 029-287-2450
Mail family.terada@nifty.com
PARKING 20
URL http://www.geocities.jp/ryokan_seigetsu/
Ryokan Seigetsu is located a 20-minuets walk from J-PARC Users Office. Famous Buddhist temple “Koku-zo-son” and traditional shrine “Muramatsu Dai-jin-gu” are stands in front of the building. Free internet service is available at each room.
Breakfasts and dinners are served as needed, please request them when you make booking.

**TOKAI Hotel Areaone Tokai** - ホテルエリアワン東海
Western style rooms
Room rate 6000 JPY-
1752-36, Shirakata, Hitachinaka, Hitachinaka, Japan, 319-1106
PHONE 029-212-3366
FAX. 029-212-3367
PARKING 50
URL https://www.hotel-areaone.com/tokai/
Hotel Areaone Tokai is located a 15-minutes’ walk/5-minites by car from JR Jyoban Line Tokai Station and 10 minutes by car from J-PARC Users Office.

**HITACHINAKA**
Hitachinaka district is located 20km south of Tokai and by easy access in 10-minutes by JR Jyoban Line KATSUTA station.

**Life Inn Katsuta Station West**
  Takeda 1118-3, Hitachinaka, Hitachinaka, Japan, 312-0025
  E-Mail katsuta@lifehotels.jp
  https://www.lifehotels.jp/katsuta/
  1-minutes’ walk from Katsuta Station west exit

**APA Hotel Hitachinaka Katsuta Ekimae**
  10-7, Katsutachuo, Hitachinaka, Hitachinaka, Japan, 312-0045
  6-minutes’ walk from Katsuta Station east exit
Hotel Crystal Plaza
3-4, Katsutachuo, Hitachinaka, Hitachinaka, Japan, 312-0045
https://www.crystal-plaza.co.jp/
1-minutes’ walk from Katsuta Station west exit

Terrace Inn Katsuta
1-3, Katsutachuo, Hitachinaka, Hitachinaka, Japan, 312-0045
https://www.terrace-inn.com/english/index.html
1-minutes’ walk from Katsuta Station west exit

MITO

We highly recommend to search your hotels at “MITO station” and find a lot of accommodations! Mito station is 15 minutes by JR train from Tokai Station.

Search timetable of trains

JAPAN Transit Planner - https://world.jorudan.co.jp/mln/en/?sub_lang=nosub